Recent perturbative studies have shown the existence of long-lived, quasi-stationary configurations of scalar fields around black holes. In particular, such configurations have been found to survive for cosmological timescales, which is a requirement for viable dark matter halo models in galaxies based on such type of structures. In this paper we perform a series of numerical relativity simulations of dynamical non-rotating black holes surrounded by self-gravitating scalar fields. We solve numerically the coupled system of equations formed by the Einstein and the Klein-Gordon equations under the assumption of spherical symmetry using spherical coordinates. Our results confirm the existence of oscillating, long-lived, self-gravitating scalar field configurations around non-rotating black holes in highly dynamical spacetimes with a rich scalar field environment. Our numerical simulations are long-term stable and allow for the extraction of the resonant frequencies to make a direct comparison with results obtained in the linearized regime. A byproduct of our simulations is the existence of a degeneracy in plausible long-lived solutions of Einstein equations that would induce the same motion of test particles, either with or without the existence of quasi-bound states. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Scalar fields play an important role in different areas of theoretical physics. For instance, recent models for the evolution of the universe, dark energy and string theory require the existence of ultra-light scalar degrees of freedom [1] [2] [3] . In a cosmological context, scalar fields have been suggested as the constituents of dark matter halos in galaxies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . There is large observational evidence that points to the presence of supermassive black holes in the centers of most nearby galaxies. Furthermore, the evolution of these black holes is directly connected to their host galaxy evolution [10] . It has been suggested that in order to consider scalar fields as plausible candidates for dark matter halos they must survive for cosmological time scales in the presence of black holes [11] .
There are several studies in the literature investigating the dynamics of scalar fields around black holes within the linearized regime, i.e. in the test field regime in which the black hole spacetime is taken as a background where the scalar field evolves [12] [13] [14] . One of the key results of linearized studies concerning massive scalar fields surrounding stationary black holes is that as a result of the presence of a potential well due to the mass term, two types of modes are possible depending on the boundary conditions at infinity: no-normalizable quasi-normal modes and quasi-bound states, which decay at infinity and thus are localized around the black hole. If the black hole is spinning the latter class can yield exponentially growing modes [15, 16] and to hairy black hole solutions [17] .
Quasi-bound states are scalar field configurations around black holes that may be very long lived [14] . Many of their characteristics can be derived in the test field approximation. For instance, it is possible to determine their complex frequency by imposing ingoing boundary conditions at the black hole horizon and an asymptotically decay behaviour at infinity. The problem of obtaining the frequencies of the quasi-bound states reduces to an eigenvalue problem which can be solved in several efficient ways (see e.g. [18, 19] ). The real part represents the oscillation frequency and the imaginary part gives their rate of decay.
While the test field approximation is valid as long as the energy content of the field is small it will break down eventually as the energy increases. At some point, the backreaction of the scalar field onto the spacetime dynamics becomes non-negligible and non-linear simulations of self-gravitating scalar field configurations are necessary. There are recent studies in this direction, most notably [20] , where a fully 3D evolution of scalar fields around black holes was performed. In such work the authors made a thorough study of scalar field configurations around stationary and rotating black holes finding quasi-bound states when the amount of scalar field contributes to some fraction of the mass of the black hole. Here we focus on the cases in which the mass of the scalar field cloud may be greater than the mass of the black hole and therefore constitutes a strong deviation from the linearized regime. Stated in a different way, our setup involves a large scalar field environment in a highly dynamical spacetime. These scenarios may be framed as the final stage of a violent process such as the bosenova explosion [21] or as a Kerr hairy solution in which the black hole has lost its spin.
The use of spherical symmetry allows us to follow accurately the evolution of the system and describe the development of a single mode without interference effects from other modes. Furthermore, the significantly long runs we can afford (t ∼ 10 5 M , where M is the bare mass of the black hole) allow us to obtain very precise figures for the frequencies of the bound states. A comment on orders of magnitude becomes necessary at this point as it should be noted that the frequency of the quasi-bound states for very small values of the scalar field mass M µ compatible with dark matter models, is of the order of M ω ∼ 10 −6 in geometrized units 1 . According to our results, in order to capture accurately the values of the corresponding frequencies one would have to evolve the system at least for t ∼ 10 10 M . Such timescale, however, cannot be reached even at the linear level. For this reason we will consider values of µ in the range from 0.08 to 0.3 as we discuss below.
For this work we have coupled the Klein-Gordon equation to the Einstein equations taking advantage of the computational framework recently proposed by Montero and Cordero-Carrión [23] in which a secondorder partially-implicit Runge-Kutta (PIRK) method is applied to the Baumgarte-Shapiro-Shibata-Nakamura (BSSN) formulation of the Einstein equations. This approach has been shown to lead to long-term stable numerical simulations of both vacuum and non-vacuum (with fluids) spacetimes using spherical coordinates without the need for a regularization algorithm at the origin.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the formulation of the coupled Einstein-Klein-Gordon system and the construction of the initial data. Section III focuses on the time integration of the system of evolution equations. Our results are presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, we end with a summary of our findings in Section V. In the following sections Greek indices α, β, . . . run over spacetime indices, while Latin indices i, j, . . . run over space indices only. Throughout this article we use geometrized units c = G = 1.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
We investigate the dynamics of a self-gravitating scalar field configuration around a black hole by solving numerically the coupled Einstein-Klein-Gordon system
1 In physical units this corresponds to µ ∼ 10 −24 eV [6, 22] .
with matter content given by the stress energy tensor
The conservation of this stress-energy tensor implies that the field obeys the Klein-Gordon equation
where the D'Alambertian operator is defined by 2 :
We follow the convention that Φ is dimensionless and µ has dimensions of (length) −1 .
A. Einstein's equations in spherical symmetry
We assume that the spacetime M can be foliated by a family of spatial slices Σ t that coincide with level surfaces of a coordinate time t. We denote the future-pointing unit normal on Σ t with n α and write the spacetime metric g αβ as
where α is the lapse function, β i the shift vector, and γ ij the spatial metric induced on Σ,
In terms of the lapse and the shift, the normal vector n α can be expressed as
We adopt a conformal decomposition of the spatial metric γ ij
where ψ = e χ = (γ/γ) 1/12 is the conformal factor,γ ij the conformally related metric andγ its determinant.
Under the assumption of spherical symmetry the line element may be written as
with dΩ 2 = sin 2 θdϕ 2 + dθ 2 being the solid angle element and a(t, r) and b(t, r) the metric functions.
We set the value ofγ at t = 0 as that of the determinant of the flat metric in spherical coordinatesγ. The evolution equations for the conformal factor and for the conformal metric components take the form
where X ≡ e −2χ , K is the trace of the extrinsic curvature,∇ m β m is the divergence of the shift vector β i ,Â ij is the traceless part of the conformal extrinsic curvature, and
The evolution equation for K is
Next, the evolution equation for the independent component of the traceless part of the conformal extrinsic curvature, A a , is given by
where R r r is the mixed radial component of the Ricci tensor and R is its trace.
Finally, the evolution equation for∆ r , the radial component of the additional BSSN variables [25] 
The matter source terms ρ, S a , S b and j r appearing in the previous equations are components of the energymomentum tensor (2) given by
where Π and Ψ are defined below. The Hamiltonian and momentum constrains are given by the following two equations that we compute to monitor the accuracy of the numerical evolutions:
Gauge conditions
In addition to the BSSN spacetime variables, there are two more variables left undetermined, the lapse function α, and the shift vector β i . Our code can handle arbitrary gauge conditions and for the simulations reported in this paper we use the so called "non-advective 1+log" condition [26] for the lapse, and a variation of the "Gammadriver" condition for the shift vector [25, 27] .
The form of this slicing condition is expressed as
For the radial component of the shift vector, we choose the Gamma-driver condition, which is written as
where the auxiliary variable B r is introduced.
B. Klein-Gordon equation
In order to solve the Klein-Gordon equation we use two first order variables defined as:
Therefore, using equation (3) we obtain the following system of first order equations:
C. Initial data: solving the constraints It has been shown in [20] that choosing the maximal slicing condition and a vanishing scalar field Φ, the momentum constraint is satisfied trivially and the Hamiltonian constraint can be solved analytically. In order to make the process more dynamic, and allow the black hole mass to grow rapidly, we choose instead as initial data a Gaussian distribution for the scalar field of the form
with A 0 the initial amplitude, r 0 the center of the Gaussian and λ its width. The auxiliary first order quantities are initialized as follows
We choose a conformally flat metric with a = b = 1 together with a time symmetry condition K ij = 0. With these choices and Π(t = 0, r) = 0 the momentum constraint is satisfied trivially and the Hamiltonian constraint (20) gives an equation for the conformal factor ψ = e χ ,
In order to solve this equation for a back hole, we assume that the conformal factor can be written in a puncturelike form as
and we then substitute this form in the Hamiltonian constraint (20) to obtain
Given a distribution of the scalar field density ρ, we solve this ordinary differential equation for u using a standard four order Runge-Kutta integrator, assuming that u → 0 as r → ∞ and regularity at the origin.
III. TIME INTEGRATION
We employ the second-order PIRK method developed by [28] to integrate the evolution equations in time (from time t n to t n+1 ) and to handle the singular terms that appear in the evolution equations due to our choice of curvilinear coordinates. Writing a system of PDEs as follows
where L 1 , L 2 and L 3 represent general non-linear differential operators, the second-order PIRK method takes the following form:
where we denote by L 1 , L 2 and L 3 the corresponding discrete operators. In particular, we note that L 1 and L 3 will be treated in an explicit way, whereas the L 2 operator will contain the singular terms appearing in the sources of the equations and, therefore, will be treated partially implicitly.
This scheme is applied to the Klein-Gordon equation and to the BSSN evolution equations. We include all the problematic terms appearing in the sources of the equations, that is stiff source terms that can lead to the development of numerical instabilities (e.g., 1/r factors due to spherical coordinates close to r = 0 even when regular data is evolved), in the L 2 operator. Firstly, the conformal metric components a and b, the quantity X (function of the conformal factor), the lapse function α, the radial component of the shift β r , and the scalar field Φ, are evolved explicitly, i.e. as the generic variable u is evolved in the previous PIRK scheme. Secondly, the traceless part of the extrinsic curvature A a , and the trace of the extrinsic curvature K, are evolved partially implicitly, using updated values of α, a and b. Then, the quantity∆ r , and the auxiliary first order quantities of the scalar field, Ψ and Π, are evolved partially implicitly, using the updated values of α, a, b, β r , ψ, A a , K, and Φ. Finally, B r is evolved partially implicitly, using the updated values of∆ r . We note that the matter source terms are always included in the explicitly treated parts. In the Appendix A, we give the exact form of the source terms included in each operator.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Initial models and convergence
We set up puncture-like initial data representing a stationary black hole with a surrounding scalar field cloud. Whereas part of the initial scalar field is absorbed by the black hole, another part lingers for a long time in the form of a long-lived quasi-bound state which continuously falls into the black hole. We have set up and evolved 25 different models exploring different values of the initial amplitude of the pulse A 0 = {0.0005, 0.005, 0.05, 0.1} and different values of the scalar field mass M µ = {0.08 : 0.3} to study their influence in the evolution. Regarding the initial pulse, all models are placed at the same initial location r 0 = 10M and share the same width λ = 5. The values for the amplitude are chosen so that the selfgravitation of the scalar field becomes important, far away from the test field regime. The bare mass of the black hole is initially set to M = 1.
The grid resolution is set to ∆r = 0.2M and the step time is given by ∆t = 0.5∆r or ∆t = 0.3∆r. The second choice is needed to obtain long-term stable simulations for the models with larger amplitude. The final time of the numerical evolutions varies between 2 × 10 4 M for the large amplitude models and about 6 × 10 4 M for the small amplitude ones. The outer boundary of the computational domain is placed at r = 6 × 10 4 M , far enough so it does not affect the dynamics in the inner region.
In Table I we present the different choices for the initial parameters of the models we have evolved, that is, the mass of the scalar field particle M µ and the amplitude of the pulse A 0 . The frequencies M ω of the dominant modes are labeled according to their strength on the power spectrum. The table also contains the mass of the apparent horizon (AH) at the end of the simulation M AH , defined as M AH = A/16π, where A is the area of the AH, the Arnowitt-Deser-Misner (ADM) mass M ADM of the whole system
and the initial energy of the scalar field E 0
where ρ is defined in Eq. (16) . We have checked that the total ADM mass of the system M ADM computed at the initial time slice using Eq. (39) is equal to the sum of the initial black hole mass plus the initial energy of the scalar field Eq. (40). The discrepancy is at most 2% of the ADM mass.
In order to test the convergence of the code we performed three simulations with different resolutions ∆r = {0.2M, 0.1M, 0.05M }. In Fig. 1 we plot the rescaled evolution of the L2 norm of the Hamiltonian constraint for the particular choice of the initial amplitude A 0 = 0.1 and the scalar field mass M µ = 0.1, obtaining the expected second-order convergence of our PIRK timeevolution scheme. The same result is achieved irrespective of the model. 
B. Non-linear quasi-bound states
We evolve the Einstein-Klein-Gordon system using the initial data given by Eqs. (30)- (32) . In order to analyze the results of the simulations we extract a time series for the scalar field amplitude at an observation point with a fixed radius r ext . Thus, to identify the frequencies at which the field oscillates we perform a Fast Fourier transform after a given number of time steps and obtain the power spectrum. For some models we were able to obtain not only the fundamental frequency of oscillation but also some of the overtones.
It is well known that the frequency resolution is inversely proportional to the simulation time and hence longer runs yield to more accurate frequencies. Thanks to the computational advantage provided by spherical symmetry and to the use of the PIRK method we were able to compute the frequencies at which the scalar field oscillates, confirming the existence of long-lived spherical states in our nonlinear evolutions even for large initial amplitudes of the scalar field.
The power spectrum obtained from the Fourier transform shows a set of distinct frequencies. In order to validate our results we contrast the numerical values of the frequency of the small amplitude configurations with the ones obtained using Leaver's continued fraction technique [29] in the frequency domain in the test field approximation.
In figures 2 to 5 we plot the evolution of the scalar field seen by an observer at r ext = 100M for the models 3-6 of our sample along with their corresponding Fourier transforms. In all of the plots the field is seen to be clearly oscillating. Moreover, all of these models show a distinctive beating pattern due to the presence of overtones, as described in [12, [30] [31] [32] for the case of fixed background computations and in [20] in the non-linear regime. Within the computational times we can afford, such beatings and overtones cannot be resolved only in models 7-10, 14-18, and 22-25. For the small amplitude models 3-12, 14, 19, 20 and 23 the frequencies are very close to the values obtained in the test field regime. As shown in Table I the frequency grows as the amplitude is increased.
By using a matching technique, Furuhashi and Nambu showed analytically in [33] on the mass parameter µ as
In Fig. 6 we show a plot of the frequencies of all the configurations of Table I as a function of µ. We also consider in this plot the adiabatic approximation for the frequency given by Eq. (41) for different values of the mass of the black hole M . For small values of A 0 , the corresponding curve is indistinguishable from the one of the test field approximation. However, for greater values, the results from the non-linear approach not only deviate from the quasi-adiabatic approximation but they also follow the opposite trend. The frequency is greater than the frequency of the test field limit, whereas the adiabatic approach holds that the frequency should be smaller. This discrepancy may be due to the violation of the condition M µ 1 used in the analytical approximation. Nevertheless, the extrapolation of our results for the scalar field mass µ in the regime compatible with scalar field dark matter models, M µ ∼ 10 the validity of the model.
C. Spacetime characterization
Spacetime invariants are useful quantities to compare numerical solutions with known exact solutions, see for instance Ref. [34] for an instructive way to use them during the formation of a single black hole. With this aim we have used the invariants I and J defined as [35] 
to characterize our numerical spacetime. In these expressions E ij and B ij are the electric and magnetic parts of the Weyl tensor. We have computed these two quantities to use them as a measure of the deviation of our numerical solution from that corresponding to a Schwarzschild black hole. As expected, the numerical spacetime for the cases with a scalar field pulse of sufficiently small amplitude resembles the Schwarzschild solution once most of the scalar field has accreted on the black hole. The situation changes in a significant way when the amplitude increases. In the two plots of Fig. 7 the red solid curves correspond to the invariants I (left panel) and J (right panel) for our model 6 at t = 9000M . These radial profiles are compared with the corresponding purely Schwarzschild invariants for a black hole with the same final mass (M AH = 2.18), as indicated by the green dashed curves in the same figure. The deviation of our numerical spacetime from an analytic Schwarzschild black hole spacetime with equivalent mass is evident. An important remark is that both invariants may however be superimposed, at sufficiently large distances, if we choose a larger Schwarzschild black hole mass. The blue dashed curve in Fig. 7 shows that that is indeed the case if the mass of the Schwarzschild black hole is chosen to be M AH = 4.25. The discrepancy is still noticeable near the black hole horizon, as the inset in Fig. 7 clearly makes visible. This difference may have important implications when studying the motion of test particles around black holes. In particular, there would be a degeneracy in the characterization of the underlying spacetime generating the gravitational attraction of a test particle. One observer at infinity might infer, due to the movement of a test particle, that the central object is either one isolated Schwarzschild black hole with mass M 1 or a transient (non-static) state made up of a scalar cloud around a black hole with mass M 2 . These two possibilities can be regarded as well as two different, very long-lived solutions of Einstein equations that induce the same motion of test particles, either the vacuum Schwarzschild solution or that of a dynamical spherically-symmetric black hole surrounded by a scalar field.
In Table II we summarize the results for all the 6 cases of our sample of models with the largest initial ampli- Table I at t = 9000M . The red curve corresponds to our numerically evolved spacetime while the green and blue curves correspond to analytic (static) Schwarzschild spacetimes of mass MAH = 2.18 and 4.25, respectively. The inset shows a region close to the black hole horizon where the numerical solution differs considerably from a stationary Schwarzschild black hole.
tudes and for which the aforementioned degeneracy is most apparent. The third column corresponds to the final numerical black hole mass, M AH1 . The fourth column reports the equivalent Schwarzschild mass M AH2 that would induce the same radial profiles of the Weyl invariants at large distances. The second mass is extracted by fitting the invariants at large distances and therefore it has not to be taken as an accurate measure but rather as an approximate value. The ratio M AH1 /M AH2 grows with M µ, as shown in the fifth column of the table. We note that it remains to be seen whether the spacetime degeneracy found in our simulations is still important, or even exists in the first place, for values of the scalar field mass µ compatibles with dark matter models, namely M µ ∼ 10 −6 . As mentioned in the Introduction the timescales needed to computationally disclose the answer cannot be reached even with linear perturbation codes.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have solved numerically the EinsteinKlein-Gordon system in spherical symmetry using spherical coordinates with a PIRK numerical scheme. Our study has been focused on investigating within a fully non-linear setup whether quasi-stationary scalar field configurations may be found in the form of clouds (or hairy "wigs") surrounding dynamical black holes. Such configurations have been recently put forward by [13, 14] as a plausible model to describe dark matter halos in galaxies. Through a computational study based on perturbative approaches, these authors found indeed such configurations to be long-lived.
In our non-linear study we have performed a large number of (second-order) accurate and long-term stable simulations of dynamical non-rotating black holes surrounded by self-gravitating scalar fields. The models of our sample have been suitably parameterized to span a broad range of cases from the test field regime to the fully non-linear regime. Confirming earlier findings from perturbation theory we have found that also in the case of highly dynamical spacetimes (i.e. those consisting of a black hole and a rich scalar field environment) there are states which closely resemble the quasi-bound states in the test field approximation of [13, 14] . In addition, we have been able to characterize the resulting spacetimes by analyzing the Weyl invariants I and J and have compared them to analytical values of Schwarzschild black hole spacetimes. Our results have revealed a degeneracy in plausible long-lived solutions of Einstein equations that induce the same motion of test particles, either with or without the existence of quasi-bound states. By performing a Fourier transform of the time series of our numerical data we have been able to characterize the scalar field states by their distinctive oscillation frequencies. It has been found that the scalar field oscillates with different well-defined frequencies, and that its time evolution produces in most of our models a characteristic beating pattern due to the non-linear combination of two frequencies with close enough values. Such scalar field oscillations may have important imprints in a number of astrophysical scenarios. For instance, the fully three-dimensional dynamical evolutions performed in [20] showed that the interaction of the scalar field with the central black hole results in both scalar field and gravitational radiation. Recently [36] , using first-order perturbation theory, found that the gravitational response is already present even at the linear level. Since our current study is limited to spherical symmetry, we could not perform such analysis in the present work, a task which we defer to a future investigation.
